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Image to Text - OCR Text Scanner

Extract text from images and photos with ease using our powerful OCR scanner. Our Text Scanner app supports over 100 languages and can recognize text from any image, regardless of its format.

Key features Text Scanner app:

* Extract text from images and photos in seconds
* Supports over 100 languages
* Recognize & handwriting to text from any image, regardless of its format
* Save extracted text to your device or share it with others
* Easily convert images to PDF files
* Translate extracted text into other languages

How to use picture to text converter:

1. Open the app and select the image you want to scan text from photo.
2. The picture to text converter app will automatically recognize the text in the image and display it on the screen.
3. You can save the extracted text to your device or share it with others.
4. To convert the image to a PDF file, tap the "Convert to PDF" button.
5. This image to text scanner to translate the extracted text into another language, tap the "Translate" button and select the language you want to translate to.
Photo to Text Converter:
Effortlessly scan text from photos using the photo to text scanner. This feature excels in recognizing and converting text from images, ensuring clarity and precision even in challenging lighting conditions or unconventional angles.
Handwriting to Text Converter:
Unlock the potential of handwritten notes with the handwriting to text converter. This Image to text converter feature goes beyond traditional OCR scanner capabilities, accurately translating handwritten content into digital text. Whether it's meeting notes, personal memos, or creative sketches, this picture to text converter preserves the authenticity of your handwritten input.
Text Recognition from Image:
Benefit from advanced Text Recognition capabilities, ensuring accurate and reliable conversion of text scanner from images. This handwriting to Text feature enhances the app's ability to interpret various fonts and styles with unparalleled precision.

Image to text converter - OCR Scanner is the perfect tool for anyone who needs to extract text from images or photos. It's easy to use and supports a wide range of languages, making it the perfect choice for students, professionals, and anyone else who needs to work with scan text from photo.

In conclusion, the Image to Text - Text Scanner App is a game-changing solution for anyone seeking efficiency, accuracy, and versatility in text extraction from images. Pic to text converter transform the way you interact with textual information and make this app your go-to tool for all your image to text scanner conversion needs.
Download Image to Text - OCR Scanner today and start extracting text from images and scan text from image with ease!
Updated on
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.This app may share these data types with third partiesLocation and Device or other IDs


No data collectedLearn more about how developers declare collection


Data is encrypted in transit

You can request that data be deleted


See details
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November 30, 2023
Most beautiful "Image to Text" app I've ever used. Why haven't I seen this? Ads are a bit annoying, but not too bad. It reads the words and correctly puts them into text. But the paste is a problem: I deleted some words in my image, but the app still pasted what I deleted. Regular Ex: (The cat caught fish) - Deleted Ex: (Cat caught fish) "Pasted" Ex: (The cat caught fish). I shouldn't have to manually do it on another app. Better than nothing though. Much love from USA. â�¤ï¸�
14 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




EclixTech
November 30, 2023

Dear Amari Carrasco, really appreciate your suggestion. We will consider it and improve our Image to text scanner app in the new version. If you have questions or suggestions please contact us at eclix.suport@gmail.com.
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December 31, 2023
The amount of ads is ridiculous. Not only ads on the app pages but also having to watch adds for everything. Then the limit on scans is really annoying. The idea that limits and ads in order to use an app is born purely out of greed. The OCR does function better than the others I have used. That is why it is a 3 star rating and not a 1.
7 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




EclixTech
January 1, 2024

Hi Samantha Shaffer ! We're glad to hear you like the OCR feature!
We hear you on the ads and scan limits. Ads help keep the app free, but we get it can be annoying. We're looking into finding a better balance. Please buy our premium version to avoids ads or unlimited scans daily.
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December 19, 2023
Text scanner Most beautiful "Image to Text" app I've ever used. Ads are a bit annoying, but not too bad. It reads the words and correctly puts them into text. But I don't know why it doesn't have Kurdish Sorani Language for translation. Can you add Kurdish Sorani? Thank you for everything And I have sent this app to all my relatives and friends
10 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




EclixTech
December 20, 2023

Hi Najat Dargalay thanks for using Text scanner app. We noted your suggestion & working on it..
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What's new


- Scan Multiple Images at Ones
- Improve Image to text app stability
- Scan handwritten Text
- Add more PDF tools
- Accurate OCR Text Scanner
- Enhance user experience
- Support for new devices
- Bug fixed
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Age Calculator - Date of Birth
EclixTech
4.3star





How old do I look - Face scan
EclixTech
3.4star





Pregnancy Calculator: Due Date
EclixTech
4.6star





PDF Converter, PDF to Word
EclixTech
3.6star





Passport Photo Maker & Editor
EclixTech
4.0star





TDEE Calculator Calorie Count
EclixTech
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QuickScan: Document Scanner
Technostacks Infotech Private Limited
3.8star





PDF Document Scanner-NetraScan
Netra Scan Technologies PVT LTD
4.6star





Text Extractor:image to text
Palmmob Inc.
3.6star





Image To PDF : Convert To PDF
Krystal Techno Apps




OCR - Image to Text - Extract
Aculix Technologies LLP
4.3star
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